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THE FAMILY IN THE SOVIEt' SYSTFM

The Soviet Goverrnnent* after Khrushchev has confronted crucial issues of

refonn in family law am family-orienterl demographic policy. The central

question of p::>licy has been how "to hanoonize the interests of society" in a

more stable am fertile family than rrJN exists, with "the interests of the

family" in freer marital and reproductive choice.1

Goverrnnental approaches to refonn support the conclusion, el.eborated

later, that family-governrnent relations have changed significantly since

Stalin's day. The relationship involves less governmental fiat am canpulsion

than in Stalin's time in pranoting family stability and fertility. '!here is

rrM more consultation with experts en family matters, much more searching

debate before decisions are made, and apparently more realization of the

canplexity of socio-econanic issues in the USSR am of the lirnitations on

goverrnnental power to get its CMIl way. If legal intervention has increased

since st.al.In, it is in the sphere of husbands' am fathers' material

obligations to wives and children, in rules on the validity of marriage, and

in "the struggle against religious survivals" in the family.

The Indispensable Family:

Had any of the various Soviet projects for camnmalizing family roles and

upbringing materialized; there would be no issues of family refonn. But

Stalin silenced the visionaries; Khrushchev refuted them; Brezhnev ignored

what was left of then. 2 Engels' image of socialist marriage as a "private

* "Government." here means the cluster of top Soviet officials who make and

implement IX>licy: members of the Politburo and Secretariat of the C.P.S.U.,

am other leading officials in state am party organizations.
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affair" has received a new Soviet interpretation to fit the family's vital

role in the USSR as economic, emotional and above all d~raphic

replenisher. 3

Boris Urlanis; a leading derrographer of his time, wrote that: IIKb social

institution can serve the child as a substitute for maternal affection" which

lithe American public figure Dr. B. Spock" says "is as Impor-tant; for the

emotional developnent of a human being as milk is for its physical

developner1t."4 The sociologist Kharchev has asserted that 00 institutional

care, however conscientious, can substitute for the self-sacrificing love and

the emotional closeness of parents. 5 The abandornnent of a child at birth by

its mother; even though she be urnnarrierl am fully entitled by law to hand the

child over for a state upbringing, is depicted in the Soviet press not as a

golden opportunity for the public upbringing of one more paragon of ccmnunist

virtue but as a shocking example of feckless indifference.

Thus, in one long Pravda article on mothers' rejection of their babies, a

young, unmarried college student is depicted Whose own nether; and fonner

lover, want 00 part of any responsibility for her new1::x:>rn child. The new

nother is described as turning away to the wall \ttlen the nurse brings her baby

for its first feeding: "I won't. Take him away. I don't want him! II Another

mother nursed the rejected infant. It will eventually be adopted or raised in

a state hane. Moreover the mother has 00 legal obligation to raise it. But,

according to Pravda's strongly disapproving report; the incident caused an

understandable stir throughout the maternity hane: "What! ? A mother reject

her own baby? But \'hy? And \\bo is this heartless \oOItan; unworthy of the

"6sacred title of mother?

Forty years of Soviet canmitment to "strengthening the family" culminated

in the first constitutional references to it. Article 53 of the 1977 USSR



Constitution signals the goverrunent' s concern with its role in regulating

marriage and providing family assistance:

Article 53. The Family is under the the protection of the state.
Marriage is based on the voluntary agreement of a w:man and a man;
spouses are fully equal in family relations. The state manifests concern
for the family through its creation and expansion of an extensive system
of child care institutions; am by organizing am improving everyday
services and public catering ~ paying childbirth allowances ~ awarding
allowances and privileges to large families; and also by other fonns of
allowances and help to the family.

Article 66 of the 1977 USSR Constitution notes the mutual Obligation of

of parents and children; which the goverrunent supplements with its own

institutions and assfscence , but ~ch it has been unwilling and unable to

replace.

Article 66. USSR Citizens are obligated to care for the upbringing of
their chi.Ldren, to prepare than for socially useful work, to raise worthy
menibers of socialist society. Childrern are obligated to care for their
parents and to help them.

These articles ~ it should be noted, reappear in the constitutions of each of

the fifteen union republics. 7

Enshrined at the highest level of state syrribolism, Articles 53 and 66

syrribolize the government' s concern with the family' s denographic functions and

with the nature of their marital foundation. The concrete manifestation of

this concern in operative law arrl policy and their implications for

goverrunent-family relations in the USSR are the subject of this paper.

Family law Refonn:

As long as the family is entrusted with raising chi.Ldren, whatever may

happen to its other roles such as material support., that alone creates a

IIsocial interest II in the USSR~8 no less than in other countries ~ in the

3
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regulation of relations between the sexes and the regulation of family

planning.

Soon after Stalin died, the lifting of penalties on \\1CIllen in 1954 for

having non-therapeutic abortions; am on doctors in 1955 for perfonning them

(if in approved clinics) ~ increased the freedan of reproductive choice in

family planning ~ even if the changes did leave much to be desired in abortion

procedures and the availability of contraceptives. 9 This repeal of the 1936

ban on abortions resolved sane of the issues of family planning but left

burning issues of lXJW to regulate relations between the sexes. When

Khrushchev fell in 1964 these issues remained unresolved despite ten years of

debate and the drafting of innmnerable versions of a family law refonn bill.

Particularly at issue were t\\1O provisions of the Stalinist edict of July

8, 1944. '!he first controversial provision of that edict eliminated divorce

by simple registration at a ZAGS* office of civil registry; in effect under

1926 legislation, and put enonnous constraints on divorce by stipUlating that

persons seeking divorce go through a long, canplicated and costly procedure in

two courts in order to get the pennission required to register a divorce at

ZAGS~ \JlXXl payment of high fees. The second controversial provision of the

1944 edict stipulated that henceforth only registered narriage created the

rights and duties of parents and spouses ~ am that neither rights nor

obligations of extra-marital paternity \\1Ould be recognized ~ Whether through

voluntary or involuntary establishment of paternity. Both these provisions of

1944 had as their main purpose the protection and IIstrengtheningII of the

family based on registered marr.iaqe, on the stabilization of families by

*ZAGS is fonned fran the first letters of the Russian words for IIr egi s t r at i on

of acts of civil status. II
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legally protecting then fran divorce am the shocks of a husband I s outside

liaisons; at a time when there were three \\1Ollen of marriage age for every two

men. Pro-reform opponents of the 1944 edict came out against its "un

U:mi.nist II infringement of the principles of freedan of marriage and divorce,

am equality of extra-marital children with children born in wedlock .10

Eventually the Brezhnev government pried loose a chunk of the stalemated

reform in a 1965 edict on divorce; effective January 1, 1966. The reform did

not end court divorce; but made it easier by noving the second and final

hearing fran a higher court into the lower; or People I s Court which had

conducted the first; or reconciliation hearing; and by eliminating the

fonnerly required expensive am delaying notice of divorce suit in the local

press. There remain fran the 1944 procedures the two hearings (reconciliation

am final); the no-fault grounds of irreversible family breakup, am the

registration fee ranging fran 50-200 rUbles. l l

The divorce law reform effective January 1, 1966 so eased the legal path

that divorce rates shot up by 75 percent in 1966 over the 1965 levels, and

never again went significantly below the 1966 level of 2.8 per thousand

inhabitants .12

This simplified court track to divorce remains in effect as incorporated

into the family reform of 1968. In April of that year; there appeared in

print for public discussion the draft of the Fundamentals of legislation of

the USSR and Union Republics on Marriage and the Family.13 It added a new

constraint, serving in effect to protect wives; that a husband needs his

wife IS pennission to divorce her if she is pregnant or within a year of the

birth of her child; regardless of whether the child is his. 14

Between publication am final passage by the Supreme Soviet on June 27,

1968 (effective October 1; 1968), after extensive public, professional, and
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governmental discussions;15 advocates of further refonn achievErl the inclusion

of a second; non-court track of ZAGS divorce without prior court decrees in

cases of mutual consent, am where there are no minor children of the

marriage. As ccmpared with the clear track to ~GS divorce under legislation

of 1926-1944,16 the present non-court track is strewn with obstacles. Aside

fran the provisos about mutual consent and 00 minor children, there is a

registration fee of 50 rubles (the court-decreErl minimum on the other track)

and a three nnnth wait between application and registration.17 Again we turn

to statistics as a gauge of the impact of the law. This time; that is in

1969, unlike in 1966 after the court divorce simplications, rates did not go

up. In fact they fell slightly fran 2. 7 divorces per thousarrl inhabitants in

1968 to 2.6 in 1969 and an through 1972. 18

A typical, cautious Brezhnevian canpranise, the present two-track divorce

route to final registration at ZAGS joins a more difficult version of the 1926

no-court track with an easier version of the 1944 court track. 19 This is not

a canplete return to "freedon of divorce." Rather, as a Soviet text puts it,

the refonn establishes " freedan of divorce under state control" so as to

prevent "abuses of the right to divorce ••• contrary to the interests of

socialist society am its effort to strengthen the family am improve the

upbringing of children in it. ,,20

SUch limitations of freedan of divorce through "state control" are severe

only ccmparErl with the Bolshevik legislation, but not by world standards.

JUdging by the latter; Soviet divorce law with its no-fault grounds, relative

low costs am speed; remain arrong the most pennissive in the \\lOrld.

The edict of July 8, 1944 had allowed absolutely 00 recognition of a

legal relationship between a father am his extramarital child. Only

registered marriage created the rights and Obligations of ~ents and
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spouses, The IIFundamentalsII have partially eliminated this illegitimacy.

Refonners got all they asked for in the matter of birth certificate and

voluntary acknowledgement of pat.erni.ty, but grounds for paternity suits were

narrower than ~re those before 1944.

Since the "Fundemerrta'l.s II effective date, OCtober 1 ~ 1968 ~ the rights and

obligations of children born on or after that date no longer stem

autanatically fran IIregistered marriage ll alone, but fran the broader 'base of

"descent of the children as certified accorddnq to procedures established by

law. 1121 The presumption remains that a registered husband is the father of

his wife' s chi.Id, unless he successfully contests this in court. ZAGS, the

civil registry agency ~ will enter a \\OTlaIl' s husband as father upon her

statement alone ~ backed up by the marriage entry in her passport and other

requisite documents testifying to the child's birth. 22

As for an urnnarried father, he may rDI1 establish hCM own legal paternity,

thus assuming all the legal rights and cbligations of a father in wedlock, by

jointly registering as parent with the child's rrother, or by suhnittin::J a

statement signed by himself alone if the child's nother is dead or missing. 23

When there is no legally est.abl.Lshed father , the rrother and child no

longer confront the notorious "blank space" tmder II father , s name" as in the

old fODD of certificate - a token of illegitimacy and a source of social

stigma. In such cases ~ the tmwed m:>ther put.s her own name as surname of the

father; and any first name and patronymic (middle name) that she pleases. The

child thus has a birth certificate looking like everyone elses, though no man

is made legally responsible thereby.24

To make a p.ttative father legally responsible; a \\Ollal1 must sue in court

to establish his paternity. But despite efforts of sane refonners down to

passage of the "Fundemerrcaf.s , II it did rot restore the biological basis of
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paterni.ty, a broad basis established by the 1926 legislation. Under present

law laid down in the "Fundamentals" and carried into the family codes of the

union republics ~ the courts will recognize a paternity suit only on the basis

of three p:>ssible grounds established en the basis of evidence presented to

the court: first; that the mother am the defendant lived together (not

necessarily in one legal residence) and kept a camnon household (e.g. , ate

together, shared expenses); or secondly; that they jointly raised or supported

the child; or thirdly (in a condition added between publication of the draft

and final passage); that proof is provided which reliably establishes that the

defendant has acknowledged his paterrrity in the past , 25 Examples of such

reliable proof include a man's letter acknowledging a child as his own, or a

photo signed "to my darling daughter Masha" and the like. 26

Where the man has not ccmni.tted himself, where the child is born out of a

casual union, a one night stand or even a longer relationship but one not

providing any of the grounds just stated, the wanan has no claim for support

and the child no legal ties with its father, unless he voluntarily

acknowledges paternity. This; say the supporters of broader grounds, is a

violation of w:men's rights and equal.Lty, putting the burden of consequences

on her alone. Criticizing the draft of the "Fundamentals" in vain during its

discussion, three distinguished legal experts in the Research Institute of

Soviet Legislation (a drafting think tank under the USSR Ministry of Justice)

argued:

The draft clearly relieves married men in advance fran responsibility to
to children born outside their marriages; because as a rule they do not
live with and maintain a ccmnon household with the rrother of the
child. • • The unequal status of the unwed mother contradicts the goals of
Soviet family law. It not only resurrects hannful survivals of the past
in attitudes towaro WOllen but also engenders in many young men a feeling
that they are not responsible for their acts. 27
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Pulling out all the stops in their last ditch effort; these partisans of

a return to paternity on the broad, biological basis argued that "the

socialist countries which in many points have adopted the experience of the

Soviet Uhion~ have not nollowed it on the question of establishing

paternity. " They place no restrictions upon the grounds on which a suit to

establish paternity may be filed. Hence, they asserted, wanen in the

socialist countries are not unequally penalized for casual liaisons.

"Children born out of wedlock must in all respects enjoy the same rights as

children whose parents are married. 1128

Rep:>rting on the draft "E\mdamentals" on the occasion of their passage by

the USSR Supreme Soviet; party Central Ccmni.ttee Secretary; M. S. Solanentsev,

Who had chaired the drafting ccmnission \\Orking on the final version of the

law between April and July 1968; claimed that a majority of those expressing

an opinion OPIXJsed absolute equality of rights if this meant unrestricted

paternity suits. For the supporters of the law in its present fonn the law

goes far enough as it is lito eliminate the elements of material and noral

inequality of mothers am their children born out of wedlock ••• II To go any

farther by lifting all restraints on paternity suits ~ Solanentsev reasoned,

\\1Ould make p:>ssible abuse of the law by wanen and "violation of the rights of

the defendant named by the nother When he is not in fact the child •s

father. " When mothers could press suits simply on grounds of biological

paternity, the argunent goes, this had "often led to serious mistakes in the

past. ,,29 In effect~ then; images of possible abuses under a return to the

paternity rules of the law between 1926 and 1944 and concern for the

protection of men against unfounded charges of paternity~ should the law

return to its Bolshevik form, outweighed in the public rationale the
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promptings of ideology about women's equality whiCh had prevailed in paternity

law up to 1944.

The "good news" about the present law under the reform of 1968 is that it

gives all children the same form of birth certificate, eliminating the

notorious "procherk II or crossing out under II father" required for extra-marital

children in the birth certificate forms used between 1944 and 1968. It is

also "good news II for those fathers who could not legally establish their 0NI1

extra-marital paternity between 1944 and 1968, but who wanted to and for

various reasons were rot able or willing to resort to the evasive ruse of

adopting their 0NIl natural children. 30 It is "gcx:rl news" to this day for

extra-marital fathers wishing to acknowledge their pat.erni.ty and assume the

rights am obligations of fathers under the law.

Most of the bad news canes for mothers. Data on how the law \o.Orked out

for than are scanty. We do have figures for Saratov Province, a region of

2.45 million inhabitants in 1970. Illegitimate, that is, extra-marital,

births registered there in 1969 numbered 3,380. Only 175 paternity suits were

brought in court, and in only 131 of them, or 3.89 percent of total births,

did the court satisfy the suit and cause putative fathers to be registered and

therefore to assume support Obligations. Paternity was freely acknowledged in

50 percent of the births (1,690), leaving mothers without paternal support in

46 .11 percent of the cases (1, 559) cases \tA1ere no father had cane

forward. 31 These mothers had to rely on rrodest state allowances and other

state assistance to unwed mothers, or hand their children over to the state to

raise in orphanages. Of the three grounds for bringing suit, only one,

cohabiting and maintaining a ccnrron household (though not necessarily ccmrron

legal residence) proved effective. Contribution to support and upbringing is

cited in a negligible nunt>er of rulings, past acknowledgment in a small
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minority of cases - about, 11 percent in Saratov -- whereas the first ground;

cohabitation and comon household, appeared as grounds in 89 percent of the

saratov Province court decisions. 32

'IWo factors not apparent fran the face of the "FUndamentals" and the

republic family codes based on it further limit the protection of unwed

mothers. The law is not retroactive beyond the effective date of October 1,

1968, except in cases of proven past acknowledgment. 33 Also, the recognized

grounds for bringing suit-cohabitation and carmon household, joint support or

upbringing, and proven past acknowledgment of paternity--will not stand up if

the defendant is able to prove that he could not p::>ssibly be the father of the

child. 34

Paternity law, like divorce law, is a oampromise among conflicting claims

on the law. The law IS purpose, according to the government, is lito praoc>te

the real equal~ty of women and ~rove the standing of mothers ••• , to increase

the responsibility of a citizen to the family and to society."35 The essence

of the law itself is to strike a canpranise between the rights and "standing"

of mothers on the one hand, and the interests of men and "society" on the

other. It is in the interests of men to be protected fran paternity suits,

and this they are substantially. It is in the Ilinterests of society" to have

stable families. Given the fact that about 10 percent of births annually, or

400, 000 babies, are out of wedlock, 36 restricting paternity suits serves to

protect, at least to same extent, families of men based on registered marriage

fran the shock of suits by other wanen. This law is a canpranise between the

legislation and principles of Bolshevik days and the demographic and p::>litical

imperatives of today. The law canpranises between men I s and wcmen I s rights.

In this canpranise, it is the men who get the better of the bargain.
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One should not stop here if one is to give a sense of the overall

canpranise and balance in family law as refonned in 1968. The law expresses

other ways in which the goverrrrnent tries "to increase the responsibility of a

citizen to the family and to society." A rmre serious approach to marriage is

sought through the new rules of the refonn lengthening the waiting pericrl.

between application and marriage, provisions for invalidating "fictitious

marriages" of convenience, am the requirement that ZAGS accanpany marriage

registration with a ceremony for those wishing it. 3?

The past obligation to support a disablErl am needy spouse is naw

extended to an obligation also of a husband to support a wife \\ho is pregnant

or has a child under one year old by the marriage. The obligation to support

continues after divorce, if the pregancy began before divorce, until after the

birth of the child. Courts have the discretion also to award ali.rrony to a

divorced spouse who is needy and disabled, without stated time limit (under

old law the limit was one year), if the spouse's disability began before

divorce or wi.thin a year after divorce , After a long marriage, the court has

the discretion to award ali.rrony to a divorced spouse if the spouse reaches

retirement age within five years after the divorce,38 retirement age for the

courts meaning 55 for wanen and 60 for men in all cases. 39 Present law also

bends existing community property rules of equal division in effect since 1926

to favor an especially needy spouse (for example, a spouse Who is disablErl or

raising minor children) or to penal ize tmworthy conduct of a spouse by

awarding him or .her a less than equal share of cannunity property for drinking

away or otherwise squandering rroney, doing 00 socially useful w::>rk, "and in

other appropriate cases."40

As regards parent.s , the law troves, again in the direction of enforcing

greater responsibility toward the family by adding to grounds for deprivation
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of parental right such as cruelty am neql.ect, the additional grounds of

"exerting a hannful influence on their children through their imnoral,

antisocial behavior, am also if the parents are chronic alcoholics or drug

addicts. 1141 The law has been directed against parents v.ho are members of

dissident religious sects or who violate laws against organized religious

instruction of children. 42

In its present mix of freedoms and dbligations, rights and

responsfbfLi.t.Lea, Soviet family law has been tailored to fit the values and

behavior of Soviet people rrore closely than did the law under the Bolsheviks,

who sought to impose new socialist values am attitudes, or the law under

Stalin, Who sought be ~pose discipline and governmental interests that

accorded with his perception of societal needs of peasant households during

collectivization by administrative and legal measures lying outside family

law, am during the consolidation of socialism, through the family legislation

of 1936 and 1944. Given the non-revolutionary tenor of the times wi thin the

USSR, this adjus~ent is not surprising.

Breakdown:

Nor is the breakdown ;6f rreny families in recent years surprising, at
f

least to outsiders. For the Soviet Union traversed all the unsettling stages

of developnent such as rapid urbanization associated in the West with rising

rates of divorce am falling birthrates, an extraordinary rate of fenale

anployment and growing independence, a p3.rticularly rapid erosion of the

econanic and rroral basis of family solidarity, coupled with the particular

strains and tension in the family associated with w::.men I s high anployrnent

outside the hone am double burden at work and at hone, virtually a II second

shift, II or some two to 2. 5 times rrore h::>usekeeping v.ork than is perfonned by

men in the USSR.43
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Families in advanced industrialized countries have t.ended , with few

exeptions, to becane smaller, rrore fragile and less fertile replenishers of

society, as a perusal of the United Nations Derrographic Yearbook will show.

The family in much of the USSR outside areas of M:>slem tradition is not one of

the exceptions. The average family size has been going down, as Table 1

shows , though the numoer of families continues to qxo«, to an estimated 70

million by 1983. Over four fifths of all families have four members or

fewer. The biggest drop in size since the 1930s has been in rural families,

traditionally the main source of population replenishment, reflecting

declining fertility, rapid out-migration, and an aging of the popul.at.Lon as a

consequence. Only in areas with high proportions of people of Moslem

background (often still professing Moslem beliefs and identifying with a

Maslen tradition) has the family been growing. In Tadzhikistan, for example,

the average family size is 5.7 persons and still increasing, as compared with

an average of barely over three persons in the Baltic areas am the national

average of 3.5 persons. 45

Table 1. Average Family Size, USSR, Urban and Rural Families.

Year No. Number of Members
(Mlns. ) USSR Urban Rural

1939 42 4.1 3.6 4.3
1959 50.3 3.7 3.5 3.9
1970 58.7 3.7 3.5 4.0
1979 66.3 3.5 3.3 3.8

Sources: 1939: A.G. Kharchev, Bra]{ i semI ia v SSSR (Moscow, 1964), 215;
Ts.S.U. I i vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1959 a. SSSR, Svodnyi Tan
(M:>sCC1N, 1962 , 13, 244; Ts.S.U. It i vsesoiuznoi repisi nase1eniia 1970
gada. VII (M:>scow, 1974), 4; Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR v 1979 godu (r-Dscow ,
1980), 35.
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Average family size has been dropping arrong the popul.ace of European

descent owing to changes in life style and health. The numbers of family

members Li,ving under one roof have been depleted by the breakup of extended,

mUlti-generational families as the generations of parent.s and grandparents

take up separate dwellings, and by rising rates of adult mortality46 as well

as of infant mortality.47 Adverse trends in divorce and birth rates also have

left their mark an family size.

Divorce rates quadrupled between 1950 and 1965, fran 0.4 to 1.6 divorces

per thousarrl inhabitants, owing both to liberalization of court practice after

Stalin and to advancing urbanization. 48 They rose again fran 2.8 in 1966, the

year divorce law refonns went into effect, to 3.6 in 1979 and 3.5 in 198049

a rate second only to that in the United States, a more urbanized country, and

a rate which Soviet opinon finds "very high" ard troubling. 50 According to a

Soviet estimate, one of every two marriages in the USSR is seriously wracked

by conflict am tension am hence unable to perfonn adequately its social

roles of emotional support and child rearing. 51 According to Soviet analysts,

this "further deterioration of marital relations in recent years" signalled in

the divorce statistics contributes to the popul.at.Lon problem oonfronting

Soviet policy makers going into the 1980s. 52

Behind the breakdown lies the story of one of the world's great internal

population movements this century, fram Villages to urban areas. The ratio of

urban to rural inhabitants has doubled in the twenty years between 1959 and

1979. '&0 thirds of the approximately 70 million Soviet families today live

in urban areas~ that is, in areas with lower family fertility than exists in

the rural hinterlands of the country. As a result of the decline in family

fertility, aging, and higher rrortality rate of the popul.at.ion, the natural

increase (births 'mi nus deaths) per thousand inhabitants has dropped fram 17.4
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in 1959 to less than half that tooay-8.l in 1979 and 8.0 in 1980. This rate

is higher than that vA"lich prevails in the U. S., Japan, and the rest of Europe,

but it is still not high enough to prevent a precipitous drop in the growth of

the Soviet labor force, as a smaller contingent of young lAOrkers replaces a

much larger older contingent moving anto retirement, a potential blow to the

labor-intensive and full-employment economy of the USSR. 53

High birthrates among the Moslen popul.at.Lcn of Azerbaidzhan, Kazakhstan

and the Central Asian republics of Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tadzhikstan and

Kirgizhia do Li,ttle to soften the blow. Against the econanic am political

interests of society and the state, M:>slems in the countryside remain attached

to their native villages arrl their large, close families, 54 arrl unavailable to

labor-short urban areas. anall , infertile, unst.abl.e , and nobile European

families terrl to live in these labor-short areas. Large, fertile, stable, and

~bile M:>slem families tend to live in labor-surplus areas, yet provide the

main IXX'1 for workplace replenishment in the 1980s arrl beyond. As a Soviet

economist sums up the demographic situation:

The popul.at.Lon of the Central Asian republics, Kazakhstan and the Caucasus
increased by 61 percent in the period 1961-1980, but it rose only 16
percent in the Russian Federation, Ukraine, Belorussia, arrl the Baltic
repUblics. The highest increase in the able-bodied population today is in
the republics of Central Asia, Kazakhstan, Azerbaidzhan, and Annenia.
Over the n~xt ten years!)5 these regions will account for practically all
manp:>Wer rel.nforcements.

Possible econanic and political canplications arising fran this

maldistriubtion of popul.ation growth may be exacerbated by the growing

regional separation of persons of European and ron-European descent. This

trend is usually passed over in depictions of the fOpulation

maldistribution. But it should be kept in mind during any discussion of the

declining share of Russians and increasing share of Moslems in the Soviet

population. For this regional polarization tends to accentuate any political
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and economic effects of the maldistribution of population g~. The census

figures on the nationality oamposition of the union repUblics of 1959, 1970,

anc 1979 shON an increase in the proportion ani absolute numbers of Russians

in every European republic (Baltic, Slavic or M::>ldavian). They show a

decrease since 1959 and 1970 in the proportion of Russians in every non-

European republic (Georgia, Annenia and Azerbaidzhan: Kazakhstan: the four

Central Asian republics), plus an absolute decrease of Russians in Uzbekistan,

Azerbaidzhan and Georgia. This polarization of settlement, along with an

ongoing Moslem national self-assertion in Soviet economic ani cultural

affairs, poses economic and political problems for the Soviet reg~e.56

The "acute popul.at.ion problems" of the Soviet Union are at.t.r.ibut.ed by Dr.

D. I. Valentei, head of the Population Studies Center of M::>scow University, to

the sort of breakdowns in the family I earlier described:

In the first place, a drop in the birthrate: unfavorable trends in
rcortality, especially in children am or persons of working age; in the
large gaps between the life expectancies of men and w:men. The n~r of
divorces and incomplete families continues to cause great anxiety.

The picture that Americans draw of families in the United States is much the

same:

Divorce rates are climbing; ma.rriage is being posnponed , if not rejected:
fertility rates are falling, increasing ntnnbers of children are being
raised by their nothers, either because of divorce or because their
parents were never married.

What disturbed the Americans writing this, however, was not falling p:>pulation

growth but the breakdown of social values and stability.58 The United States

government funds extensive family-support programs, but without any coherent

national family policy; in fact without any coherent national family policy at

all. 59 Concern in the USSR over family breakdowns extends to their

demographic effects also, as in East Europe, France and West Gennany. Unlike

the U.S., all these countries possess coherent demographic p:>licies.
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The head of the first department of family affairs in a local soviet

(government council) ~ that of fuscow, camtented that "the family is living

through a difficult pericrl.,,60 How has the Soviet government resp:>nded?

Ideology and Change:

'fue regime I s first step 'NaS to turn for advice to the specialists in the

reborn fields of demoqraphy am socfol.cqy• 'Ib speed the recovery of their

research after years of its repression under Stalin, the specialists have

referre:l frequently to "'bourgeois" research in the West for guidance as to

methodology and family trends and causes of family breakdowns in other

advanced industrial societies. They make much more use of Western sources in

the study of Soviet families than Westerners make use of Soviet findings in

the study of families in their own, Western countries. 61 This is partly

because of the need to catch up in family-oriented research and for urgent

reasons of state -- namely, the declining growth in the available labor

force. Partly it reflects a basic and, to the foreigner, perhaps startling

ambivalence toward Western research.

Empirically, Hestern research is considered a m:rlel and source of

valuable insights and appr:9Ciches. Ideol.oqfcal.Ly, Western research is to be

refuted, when it begins to talk about; the "convergence" of Soviet and Western

families because they are breaking down in so many similar ways. It appears

obligatory for Soviet researchers to reassert the superiority of Soviet

socialisn over Western capitalisn and, therefore, the brighter prospects for

the Soviet family. Generalizations linking family breakdown to any inherent

aspects of socialism rather than transitional problans of urbanization and

growth generally are avoided in published texts and articles. 62 Part of the

II social ccnmand" to Soviet scholars is not only to recarmend measures of

family pol icy on the basis of their enpirical research, but also to expose
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"bourgeois scholars' distortions of Soviet reality," bourgeois "cover ups" and

"apologetics" for the "degeneration" of Western families and society. 63

Soviet specialists must at once base their research inuo family ,change on

"historical materialism" (by relating the changes to particular econanic

systems capitalism, socialism, etc. ) and conduct anpirical and

methodologically soPhisticated research into specifics of the Soviet family's

perfonnance so as to be reliable policy consultants. 64 Their dual role of

pof.Lt.Lcal, legitirnizers and social therapists makes family researchers into

advocates of the constitutionally proclaimed superiority of "mature socialism"

under the leadership of the Canmunist Party, depicting a Soviet socialism

which "creates all the necessary conditions" for the regime's prarotion and

achievement of a "newer, higher type of family, ,,65 while warning of the

"substantial canplications" for the family inherent in the developnental

processes of socialism and the protracted and strenuous efforts required to

overcane them. 66

After a bow to the obligatory fonnulations about "survivals of the past"

and "non-antagonistic contradictions", Soviet texts enter the everyday world

of family tensions associated with v.onan's double burden at \\Ork and h:me yet

her greater independence and demands on marriage these days: the "rroral

vacuum" in family values and sexual relations in the urban environment: the

material difficulties still inherent in starting a family; the

"ineffectiveness" of the family as a reproductive unit for bearing children

and educating than because of its instability and the cross pressures upon

parents.

I do rot mean to dismiss ideology as a hindrance to elite carmunication

about the family. The ideological defensiveness a:..out all Soviet social

problems inhibits organized East-\vest exchange and joint East-West research on



family breakdowns dnd other such social problems. Straight talk about sexudl

ddjustment and pre-mar~tal ~~x i~ ~lce.68 Wife and child abuse are v~rtually

taboo subjects. Also, the tu.scory of the family under Soviet rule leaves

~norI'OC)US gaps cover1.ng perreds of devastation wrought by Stall.n' s

collectivization and purges. 69

sovaec fnmily polrcy has reflected the regure I s responses 00 f.tnl"liIlIJ$ of

demoqrapnera as w~ll d$ of fi1ffii.ly sociolog~sts. Demographers encountered

their own particular versaon of l,l~)logl.cal and bureaucrat.Lc obstacles as they

rescued theJI field fran Sl:.al~n~$t oblivion during the early lQ6ns. ~

optanuatn.c "soca.al.Lst; law of p::>pulation, II predicting trrcensave and opcamal,

popul.ecaon grONth under soca.al.i.sm Lami.ced the value of the findings in even

such a gr,)uood-breaking work as Boras iJrlanis's ~~~_il~ty and Ll.E~..~~~c1:ancy

in the USSR publi.sned m 1963. 70 Yet already t\'JO years earlier, a Brl.tish

analyst had correctly ~<)rec.~~t .:1 declirunq populac ton growth in the USSR,

using c-ensus ddt:.a avai.Lebl,e also to sovi.et, researchers. 71 MeanWh i Le Sovl.et

demographer$ w~re quol:.l.ng Khrushcheav's dr<i.ently pronatal~st teach1.ng that. "our

country wi.Ll, be scronqer the more people we have,,,"7? -sod -:ill anaccurat.e.Ly

opruntstn.c forecast, came out of the Central Statistic.=tl ~/brlLnt$t:ratl.on

(CSA).73

Then two events helped unshackle ;l~luJ("=iphy: Khrushchev fell Erom power

tn October 1964~ and in the later l.Q60s, bi.rnhrat.es and ~")p'll':l.tion grOW't.h in

erie USSR and Eastern Europ= weara dropping to the Leve l s of ~T:\:ro countries. "74

Begl.nn~ng .~t this t.ime, sane demoqr.ipher's openly attacked the Demog'raph.lc

Department of th~ C::;~ .and ar.s head, P. Pcrllliacni'kh, sonetrunq rnconceiv-rbl,e

W~thout support vi 1. thIn tne [Airty Leeder'srn.p, These derrographers di.smi.ssed

several, nerecofore ideolog1.1;-:\ 1. "j 'l l l ';P :''3
1t lncluding the "soca-s l i.et; law of

popul.acaon ," They openly rejected cne eSA' s population t)r~lLct.lon and forced



its re-calculation. They d .iscr'edfted the CSA starrl chat denographers should

merely record vital stiar.iscLcs , b.1t rot attempt to analyze them or offer

advi.ce on policy.

~'lith the support of the pnrty and adnuni.scratuve ~g~nt.":1.~s, derroqrapny

emerged as a separate field of research and enal.ysaa, drawing on tVestern work

to derive rrodels dnd :n:! t '1ods applicable to cne USSR.75 Had the party

leadership not seen a vltal 1nterest affected potent1ally by slowdowns La ~~e

fanuly, denographers would probably have c~IMlned glor1fied recording

clerks.

A remaining, 1d~logtcally-based obstacle to denographic researcn ?li:iS

been the grOA'ing r-~llnros1t1on of secrecy over rrore arrl more statistics ebouc

census resul.t.s , fer't.il1ty, lTOrtallty, and their breakdowns by ~ge, sex and

raglon. Statis't.~cs on nation~l rlbort1oo rates s~ply ~re no't. published. 7r,

nemograpn~c Issues:

~'lhecher publ1Shed or unpubl.Lshed , ST..dtistics on declining popul.ar.aon

~JrONth and danuru.srunq new labor reserves stimulated a deb-it;e over derroqrapruc

pol.i.cy, The central Lasue has been, What, if anyt.ht.nq, -;t1011ld be done to

arrest am reverse the breakdcwn iri tile Edln1ly's procreative funct i.on, an:1 co

stimulate b1.rtht··~t.es beyond the fadanq remnant.s of a once nore acr.i.ve

pronatalist policy.?7 What could and should be done co rel1eve wanen's ; lol.lb1~

burden of hamemak1ng and outs~de work? .\ cco t"d l ng to Sov~et experts, no

breakthroughs an wanen I s ·~ond1t10ns of work -3.oj rest, or in everday servrces

'-0 l.~(Jilr.~fl cnea.r housework, occurr-ed durmq the Tenth F1vt:!-Y~'ir plan (lq76

1980). Work contunued r.:1 r.e£lect a severe conf'Li.ct, with maternal

respons rbi.Lreaes , The1.t" hOUS~iY)1.(1 dut.i.es and dirrurn.sned dctent10n to t.rai.runq

and C.:iC:~~C dEt.~r lildrriage, especa.al.Ly i:iEt~r cruIdba.rnn, caused women co 13.9

ever farther bemnd the men fN11:.h whom cney st..~ct~\"l on even terms.
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The proportion of women working night shifts is still Larqe; also that of
warren doing manual, low-skilled \<'ork. The employment of \tOTlen in
unskilled labor is a reason Why women's average wage is two thirds that of
men although the gotal load at home and at \<,Ork is 15-20 percent higher
than that of men. 7

As if the obvious difficulties of diverting scarce resources fram

econanic and military uses to birth stimulation were not enough, the regime

received very divided counsel fram the demographers. This division

reflected knotty dilemnas of pol.Ley set deep in ambivalences about the proper

roles of v.onen as rrothers and workers, the short term gains of keeping them

working versus the long tenn gains am costs of payio:J than more to interrupt

their careers so as to bear children, about, how to respond to birthrate

differences between families in Moslem and European areas. St~ng opposition

to an activist derrographic pol.Ley, noreover, centered in the CSA, the

informational heart of the administrative bureaucracy. As of the late 1970s,

prospects for a new pronatalist policy seemed dim to many outside observers. 79

Consensus existed anong the experts only on two pofnt.s , First, any

consideration of derrographic pol.i.cy, pro or ron, centers on the family, the

biological source, "one of the important levers of deroographic policy, which

is, in essence, family p:>licy."80 Second, there should be no return to

canpulsion, such as a ban on non-therapeutic abortions - the practice in the

USSR from 1936 to 1955, Which also prevails today in Romania and, partially,

in Czechoslovakia, Hungary and Bulgaria.8l

Beyond this consensus, the demographers gave the regime conflicting

advice. One opinion grouping arrong them opposed pronatalist pol i.ci.es as not

cost effective, and detrimental to the equality of \\OIlen. A second group

tried to meet these objections by prop:>sing pronatalist policies that would

upgrade the quality of life for \<'orking rrothers rather than rreke payments to

than as inducements to stay hare and raise children. A third group advocated
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an activist pronatalist policy centered on substantial family allowances for

the first to third child, and on lengthening the paid maternity leave to a

year. They divided over the issue of whether to discriminate against fertile

national ~norities in the less industrialized areas like Central Asia.82 In

the end, a canpranise was affected in this politically sensitive area.

Opponents of pronatalist policies must.ered around A. G. Volkov, head of

the De.m:>graphic Department of the CSA's Research Institute. Volkov and his

colleague, A. G. Vishnevskii, opposed new birth stimulation measures as too

costly in tenns both of waren I s full development in work and social life, and

of the quality of child rearing. It was superior, they maintained, in a small

family due to the arrount of attenticn that a child requires and the limited

time rrodern parents have to devote to raising children. They also ci:ted the

iImtediate econanic costs should rrore wanen withdraw fran the labor force to

bear children, and the high costs of the additional day care facilities and

medical care needed as a result of a birthrate increase, costs which would

divert funds fran other social needs. Volkov and Vishnevskii prefer quality

of population over quantity. of population in derrographic policy. For Volkov,

"Soviet society will attain its broad social goals not so much by increasing

the quantity of population as by improving its social quality," that is, its

attitudes, skills, health, "harnonious development of character," all of which

requires additional budgetary outlays on the part of the government. 83

As for the interests of family and society, Vishnevskii claims that they

are best reconciled by the current "demographic revolution," a favorite

expression of Vishnevskii IS. By this he means the shift in the USSR (as in

other industrializing countries) fran high fertility and high trortality to low

fertility and low rcortality. What is good for the small family is gcxx1,

Vishnevskii argues, for Soviet socialist society. He maintains that the
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quality of life in such a family is better for both wanen and children than it

is in large families, under nodern conditions of urban life and full

employment prevailing in the socialist society of the USSR. Both VolkOV' and

Vishnevskii dismissed, as groundless84 or "overdramatizing", 85 the warnings of

pronatalists that falling population graNth could lead to eventual

depopulat.Ion and calamitous drops in available labor force in the 1980s.

'&0 other arguments advanced by than probably lost ground for their

position. Anticipated labor shortages, they argued, can be overcane by

influencing migration and by increasing the productivity of labor, the

efficiency of production and the distribution and utilization of labor

resources. 86 One problem with this argument is the present difficulties the

regime is having with increasing labor productivity .87 The contribution of

labor productivity to industrial growth has lagged far behirrl plan, as has

growth. This has put a greater onus than planned on labor recruitment to

maintain econanic grC1oflt.h. Labor produeti vity has risen after Brezhnev, though

how permanent this increase will be is not clear.88

The pronatalists, V. I. Perevedentsev and the late B. Ts. Urlanis, have

said that the international prestige and p:1Ner of the Soviet Union rest on

population growth and that these are threatened by the declining share of

Soviet popul.at.Ion in the \\1Orld total. Volkov argued that Soviet power and

prestige rest not on the quantity of the population but on the quality of its

contribution to economic and technological progress. This progress and the

Soviet system itself are the true measure of Soviet greatness. 89 One wonders

whether Perevedentsev and Urlanis might not have been rrore convincing than was

Volkov to anyone considering their arguments in the sentimentally pronatalist

leadership of an often beleagured land FXJW'er Whose spaces and human resources

saved it in the past. 90
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Over the years, in fact ~ the Soviet leadership had shown a growing

pronatalist predisposition. Brezhnev called in 1971 for a "forecast of the

growth of the nation I s population. ,,91 Five years later, he warned researchers

"not to lose sight of popul.at.Ion problems \oklich have becane acute lately."

Revealing his pronatalist assumptions, Brezhnev ordered the drafting of an

"effective demoqraphi,c policy."92 Almost every writer, it seems, quoted those

remarks. It is by no means clear whether Brezhnev was telling the

demographers \\hat he wanted to hear, or \\hether the darographers had been

telling Brezhnev what they wanted him to hear. 93 There is probably sane truth

in 1x>th sides of this question. Brezhnev left l1C> doubt of his pronatalist

inclinations in October 1976, telling the Central Carmittee of the party that

"FOpulation problems have becane nore urgent recently and require an effective

detnCX3r aphic policy.lI94

Another disadvantage for the opponents of rrore birth stimulation, like

Volkov and Vishnevskii, has been that their Demographic Department of the

CSA ' s Institute is not as central to the leadership and coordination of

research as are other institutions, all more or less pronatalist in stance.

Dr. D. I. Valentei, a noderate pronatalist, heads the generally pronatalist

Center for Population Studies of the Economics Faculty of Moscow University.

The Center is a large teaching and research organization set up in April 1968

by merging the Population Problems Laboratory aOO the Popul.at.Ion Department.

It has has among its sponsors USSR Gosplan, the State Council of the Council

of Ministers for Science and Technology, aOO the Presidium of the USSR Academy

of SCiences. According to Valentei, the Center ..ful fills the role of the

leading organization for working out the socio-econanic bases of population

growth and the methods of managing and regulating it ."95 Pronatalists like

Valentei and Urlanis as well as opponents of pronatalism like Volkov have been
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consultants for the Scientific Council of the USSR Academy of Sciences an the

Social and Econanic Problems of Population to help it draft plans for

derrographic research. 96 T. V. Riabushkin, a leading figure in the restoration

of Soviet demography and director of the Institute of Sociological Research of

the USSR Academy of Sciences, has specifically refuted the non-active stance

of Volkov and Vishnevskii in family and derrographic pol.i.cy , Like Riabushkin,

the journal Sociological ResearCh takes a pronatalist stance; as he does, the

journal strikes a balance between praooting quality through rreasures to

maximize supportive services to wanen ani reducing the conflict between work

and notherhood, to canbat rrortality, improve upbringing, etc.97

A third positian in the demographic debates was taken by experts who,

though pronatalist, still shared the concern of the antinatalists, Volkov and

Vishnevskii, for quality, and their belief that family attitudes on the ideal

number of children are beyond the reach of economic incentives like family

allowances and grants. But their way to avoid putting wanen back in the

nursery While raising family fertility to levels of people's ideals, as

recorded in CSA surveys by L. E. Darskii, V. A. Belova am others,98 is

virtually to eliminate family educative functions and greatly reduce its

econanic functions by cannunalizing upbringing am housekeeping services. For

these qualitatively oriented pronatalists, ~roved day care and family

services are preferable to increased allowances for both ideological reasons

of wcmen' s equality and practical reasons of the large contribution wcmen make

to the labor force. 99 Soviet researchers have discovered, as in the West,

that birthrates and family size do not go up but go d<:Mn with increased

urbanization, higher incanes and educational levels and rates of wanen' s

employment .100 The pronatalist opponents of financial birth stimuli argue

from this that non-economic motivations deteDmine women's reproductive
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choices; such as hCM much having children interferes with their career and

other interests.

Pronatalists on the other side of the quantity-quality balance are well

aware of the need for a broad-based demographic policy. Yet they are anything

but confident in state nurseries 'because of serious problems of infection

rates and ICM standards of staffing in sane of them. I OI They discern a need

to increase population grCMth rates, and prefer to put at the center of their

proposals partially paid leaves of up to at least a year fran childbirth and

econanic measures to encourage families to have not one or ~ but t\-Jo or

three children. They do not ignore problems of quality, but they stress

quantitative problems. Without added econanic inducements like the leave and

generous lump sum and roonthly allowances for rrothers of t\\O and three

children, preferential access of young families to housing, etc , , pronatalists

like Urlanis and Prevedentsev say, wanen will not 'be induced to have the 2.1

2.2 children each on the average, the minimum for simple reproduction of the

population, to prevent eventual population decline. 102

More efficient use of labor will not by itself solve the labor shortage,

in the pronatalist view. I 03 E. L. Manevich, a leading labor econanist,

agrees. Manevich is head of the sector of Labor Problems of the Institute of

Econanics in the USSR Academy of Sciences. What disturbs him is the prospect

that the grONth in 'NOrking age popujat.ion will drop in the 1980s to only 3.8

percent as canpared with 18 percent in the 1970s.

Regional Differentials?:

Once the Soviet regime decided to opt for a new derrographic pol.Ley of

birth stimulation, it faced the tangle of thorny issues posed by the much

higher fertility rates among families of non-European nationality, especially

families in nationalities of Moslem origin, like Uzbeks, Kazakhs, Kirghiz,
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Quite possibly; the political

questions associated with r-bslem self-definition and assertiveness and the

growing Moslen share of the populaticn lurked in the back of many people IS

mind during the darographic debates. 105 But the denographic and econanic

issues of where and haN to differentiate in any birth incentives program posed

problem enough. Should such a program differentiate regionally? If so,

should it operate in favor of the low-fertility regions of mainly European

settlement? Should benefits to M:>slern areas like Central Asia actually be

reduced? 'Ib what extent should the regime count on being able to use the

surplus p::>pulation within the ooundaries of its republics? If it decides

against forcing or praroting out-migration fran those republics, will it have

to divert water fran the mighty Siberian rivers, the Irtysh and the. Ob, to

irrigate the land to feed the Central Asian populaticn as part of the region IS

accelerated development?106

That all these questions exist, and persist, traces dCMIl ultimately to

the behavior of the family in Moslem areas - prolific, extended, stable,

hanebound and rarely inter-marrying .107 As the rural family of Central Russia

am the Urals falls apart, ':25-30 percent of the rural populace there migrates

away fran the village. Members of indigenous families in caucasus villages at

least nove to cities within their republics. But only five percent of the

indigenous population in the central Asian countryside migrates to cities in

the same republic, let alone to other labor-short republics. lOB

A major article in Pravda has pointed to the ~le of family differences

in causing differences in population reproduction am g~:

Serious differences remain in this sphere, namely, the predominance of one
or another type of family relations-the rnultigenerational, traditional
family or the so-called nuclear family (parents and children of the next
generation). On this depends whether the population of a republic is aging
or youthful, becanes a smaller or. larger part of the economically active
popUlation.
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Each demographic situation produces its own social and cultural
problems. The preservation of the traditional, rnultigenerational family
as a rule does not facilitate the developnent of new forms of everyday
life, nor the recruitment of w:men into active production \\Qrk. It is
often accanpanied by insufficient migratory rnobility of the population,
with the carrying over of customforunpering young people I s leaving their
own regions where they were born.

Never mind the differences and the rnaldistribution of family fertility,

say opponent.s of a differentiaterl demographic policy like the demographer

Perevedentsev and the labor economist Manevich. We need all the people we can

get. Without the Central Asian fertility, says Perevedentsev, the Soviet

Union \\QuId already have dipped below the reproduction levels sustaining even

zero populatin growth. Besides, says Manevich, discrimination against any

nationality region would violate the Soviet principle of "a single nationality

policy, II of the equal treatment of all nationalities, "one of the principle

attainments of leninist nationality p:>licy," and would go against the CPSU

General Secretary.110

Many pronatalists parted canpany with Perevedentsev and Manevich on the

issue of differentiation. III Notable amorg than for their strong starrl am

prominence in the general debate have been Urlanis; G. I. Litvinova, a jurist

in the Institute of State and Law; and A. Ia , Kvasha of the Center for

Population Studies at Moscow University. Urlanis long favored greater birth

incentives for regions of low fertility am smaller benefits in regions of

high fertility with surplus and imnobile p:>pulations. 112 Both Litvinova and

Kvasha fault the large family in high fertility regions for hamperirg the

anancipation and equality of \otOTlen there and producing a poor "quality" labor

force-undereducaterl and almost unassimilable into the urban labor force. 113

Both of them vant the Bulgarian scheme: lump sum grants plus rronthly

allowances to rrothers beginnirg with the first child, peakanq at the third,

dropping back to a low level for the fourth and all subsequent children. 'As
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Table 2 shows~ the family allowances decreed in 1944 and 1947 after the losses

of World War II, and still in effect, begin only with the third living child

(for lump sum birth payments) or fourth living child (for rronthly allowances)

and reached a peak with the ninth and eleventh child, respectively. '!he

proposed new differentiation would have reversed this situation in favor of

small families.

As Litvinova p:>inted out, the change v.A:>uld have ended a situation in

Which the bulk of birth incentives has gone Do high-fertility areas. 114 The

geographic distribution in 1980 of awards of Mother Heroine medals and titles

Do wanen who have borne am raised ten children, outlined in Table 3, points

this out graphically. Of 20,475 awards of M::>ther Heroine report.ed in the

gazette of the USSR Supreme Soviet, 13,511 or 87 percent of then went to

rrothers in the four Central Asian republics, though they contain only ten

percent of the Soviet population. Awards per 100,000 inhabitants rangerl fran

0.4 in Latvia to 66.3 in Tadzhikistan. Award rates in Tadzhikistan were

nearly 50 times those in the RSFSR am nearly 100 times rnore than in the

Ukraine!

Since at least 1976, the issue for the regime seems to have been not

Whether to launch a pronatalist program, but haN to caribine birth stimulation

payments to rrothers with investments to improve the qual i ty of life of rrothers

and their families. Also, the issue has been-and still is, as we shall see-

whether to give new benefits in equal measure allover the USSR, \\1hether to

keep old benefits favoring fertile non-European nationalities in the border

republics to the south and southeast, or vmether to discriminate against those

border republics, as sane in the Russian part of the country have so strongly

and frankly urged.



Table 2. Lump Sum Grants and rwbnthly AllC1NaIlces in the USSR. (in n1bles)

Lump Sum Payment

31

Number of
Living Children
Upon the Birth Under the Under
of this Child legislation Current

of 1944 legislation

1 50 (new)
2 100 (new)
3 20 100 (raised)
4 65 65
5 85 85
6 100 100
7 125 125
8 125 125
9 175 175
10 175 175
11+ 250 250

Monthly
Allowance
(Legislation
of 1944, in
effect)

4
6
7

10
10
12.5
12.5
12.5

Sources: Okhrana detstvo v SSR (Moscow, 1979), 188: Pravda, March 31, 1981.
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Table 3: Awards of r-bther Heroine in 1980, by Union Republic and per 100, 000
of the Republic Population.

Republic Awards Awards per
100,000
Population

Midyear
Populat10n
(mln , )

RSFSR 1982 1.4 138.80
Ukraine 351 0.7 50.05
Belorussia 48 0.5 9.64
Uzbekistan 7879 49.3 15.97
Kazakhstan 2838 19.0 14.96
Georgia 1M 1.9 5.06
Azerbaidzhan 1425 23.1 6.16
LJ..thuania 24 0.7 3.43
Moldavia 104 2.6 3.98
Latvia 11 0.4 2.53
Kirghizia 1431 39.5 3.62
Tadzhikistan 2622 66.3 3.95
Annenia 66 20.6 3.10
Turkmenistan 1579 55.2 2.86
Estonia 11 0.7 1.48
USSR 20475 7.7 265.60

Sources: Vedarosti Verkhovnogo Soveta SSSR, canplete for 1980. Population
estimated from Narodnoe khoziaistvo SSSR v 1980 godu (Moscow, 1981), 7 Awards
rates estimated fran other t\\O columns.
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Pronatalism for the Family:

A cx:mpranise pol.Ley of birth stimulation emerged finally in the

Guidelines for the Eleventh Five-Year Plan at the 26th Party Congress (1981)

and in subsequent decrees. 115 Reflecting the limited general consensus, the

new program avoids a return to the canpulsion of abortion bans as a means of

increasing birthrates and centers on assistance to the family. said Leonid

Brezhnev:

As instructed by the 25th Party Congress, the central carmittee has
paid serious attention to fonnulating arrl implementing an effective
derrographic p::>licy and to the recently rrore acute popul.atrion
problems. The main way to solve these problems is to increase concern
for the family~ newlyweds and, above all, \Otten. (Applause.) For we
all knCM that sanetirnes it is very difficult to canbine the
responsibilities PI a nother with active participation in production
and pUblic life. l

The Guidelines of the Congress for the Eleventh-Five Year Plan (1981-

1985) cammitted the regime to a pronatalist package of quantitative

investments (in family allowances) and qualitative improvements (in the

family's environment of services, child care, and public health); lito help

strengthen the family as· the- ITOst i.mp=>rtant primary unit of society; to create

optimal conditions for wan~ to canbine notherhocrl with an aetive career; to

improve public support; for children and the disabled i to implement a series of

measures to increase people's life expectancy and ability to work, to

strengthen their health. ll l l 7

On the quantitative side, the often-suggested rronthly allowances for

first, second, and third children surprisingly did not. materialize. There has

been, however, an increase in the rronthly allowance for unwed rrothers, fran 5

rubles per child up to the age of 12, to 20 rubles per child up to the age of

16, or up to 18 if the child is at school and without a stipend. This appears
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aimed at lowering a'bortion rates arrong unwed rrothers and mitigating the

difficulties of single parenthood, however slightly.

Since Novanber 1, 1981, the pension age has gone down five years (to 50)

for w::men raising five children to age 8, or one invalid child. 'Ib qualify

the wanen must have worked at least five years, three of than continuously.

The tax on childless personsl 18 is waived for couples for a year after

registration of marriage. Working rrothers receive three extra days paid

vacation up to 28 calendar days. There are additional, but vague, benefits.

They are to receive flexible vacation scheduling, subject to agreement of the

management and production conditions permi.t.t.inq , Paid leave to care for a

sick child is slated to rise fran ten to fourteen days, ani discounts on

children's products are to expand.

The main new benefit payment is the m::rlest rronthly allowance of 35 or 50

rubles during an optional, partially paid extra maternity leave (after the

existing 112-day fully paid leave) up to one year after childbirth (plus yet

an extra six rronths of unpaid leave), for rrothers woo have worked at least one

year or are studying While on leave fran work, This benefit has been

differentiated in size am time on a regional basis. The new 50 ruble

allowance was first introduced on tbvember 1, 1981 in the rrost depleted and

underpopul.at.ed regions: the Far East, Siberia, northern Russia (Karelian and

Rani Autonanous republics, Archangel and Munnansk Provinces, and the depleted

old northwest Russian provinces of Vo1ogda, Novgoroo, and Pskov). The 35

ruble allowance was introduced to the rest of the Russian republic and to the

Ukrainian, Belorussian, Moldavian, am the Baltic republics on Noverroer 1,

1982, and in Kazakhstan, Central Asia and the Caucasus on t-bvanber I, 1983 •
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The same; three-stage schedule applied to the new lurrp sum payments to

small families: 50 rubles for the first child, 100 rubles for the second and

third. Table 2 shows that lurrp payments drop to 65 rubles for the fourth

child, then rise to 85 for the fifth and 100 for the sixth and subsequent

children. So the differential is far less severe than that advocated by

Litvinova, Kvasha, Urlanis and others and preserves, against their

recommendations, the large-family allowances under the 1948 tariff -- a

cautious canpranise at least in the family sphere of nationality policy.

Moreover the measure leaves in effect a family incane assistance decree of

1974 which favored large families. 119

True, housing assistance and other help for newlyweds is partly

differentiated by region. Vaguely it is said that newlyweds up to the age 30

may receive at least a roan to themselves in Siberia, the Far Fast, northern

Russia, and the non-Black Earth region. If they have a child during the first

three years of marriage, then they get a one-roan apartment, or so it is

intended. As of April 1, 1982, couples began to receive 1500 ruble, interest

free loans to help them set up house and pay for parenting after the birth of

their first child and if they are under 30 years old, have gocrl references,

and one of them has tNOrked at the lending organization ( finn, collective fann,

institute, et.c , ) for at least ttNO years. The loan is being introduced first

in the top-priority regions listed earier for first receipt. of leave m::>nies,

then in the second and third priority regions on April 1, 1983 and April 1,

1984. Repayment is due in eight years, but reduced 200 rubles for the second

child, 300 rubles more for the third child. These loans, nearly a year ' s

average salary and convertible into substantial birth incentives, are still

rocdest canpared with the Fast Gennan program (where of course living
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s~andards generally are higher) and compared with the difficulties and costs

of acquiring one's own housing. 1?()

On the quaLi.t.atn.ve ai.de , we find d~n~ctives for enhanced support

services, e.g., for the "widespread dissemination" of a part-t:une f.Iexi.bl.e

scnedul.e for \\Orking rrothers and IIserious improvement II in var i.ous services so

as to lighten the burden of housekeeping. Day care instltutions are to keep

expandanq, prirnar i l.y in dt'"eas of high female employrrent, and diets supposedl.y

to be improved in tne nurseries and kindergartens. Nurses in the creches are

to receive the same six-hour day and 36-hour week as do attendants m

kanderqarnens in order to help upgrade t.hei.r personnel. Health care ill the

USSR, lt hos dlready been mentioned, has been lagglng and much criticized, as

recent.ly as at the 26tl1 Congress. It 1.S as yet too early to tell the effects

of do rrajor decree of August 1982, "on Additional Measures to 1mprove Health

care for the Populatl0n. 1I 121

The other problem 1.0 lowering rrortality rmd illness, env1.ronrnental

pollution, evoked a long 11St of d1.rectives dt the 2flth Congress. But in the

USSR, enva ronmenca.l protection laws <ire often ignored or reea.sned ,

Envirornnental dangers appear to be mounting faster than resources are beinq

made available to deal ~th them. 12? ~educing environmental disease and death

II/ill be many times more costly, medical demographic opinion notes, than was

the elimination of J.nfectlous diseases like smallpox or typhus. 123

'Prior to tru.s pronat.al rst; p-ickaqe of benefits and services, speca.al,

assistance to newlyweds ,1[1d ::;illVlll families had occurred only in a few

tt-:ntatlVe local efforts. l 24 For some decades, also, the cegime has kept up a

l)ro-fanuly campaign <=it th~ syrrool.i.c level of "new ct.vi, L c~r.eIOC>niesll

solemnlzing rites of
, "'l~

passaqe I. " ') -snd the propaganda of family values and

rrotherhood through ~(lul t. 1HI-:C1l r e s and art.acl.es printed in the press. ThlS
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pronatalist and pro-family propaganda says l i.t.t.l,e about men helping relieve

v.anen1s burden in the hone and is of uncerthin effectiveness. 126 t"bre

ai.qru.fa.cent; am steadily growing an popul.e r i ty has been the Family Service

network of rud unencary counselling offi.ces and get-acquainted servi.ces , which

have spread across the country since the suggestions of the sociologist, Iuri

Rl.urikov, sparked them in the early 1970s. 127 All an all, taken along with

SUCt1 measures and exi.st.Lnq programs of soca.al, security and family

assistance,128 the pronacal.ist; pol i.cy of the early 198()s adds up to a broad

but rrodest carmitment to birth s"C..imula-c.ion.

During the long and heated debate leading up to this p:>licy, 'the late

Boris UrLam.s pointed out to hi.s fellow derrographers, and in effect to the

reqirne he advi,sed , that, rraintaining any future "optimaI II bi.rt.hrace 'NOuld

requi.re making it in the lnterests of parents to do so.129 Concerned that the

birthrr:lte was al.appi.nq below opt.imom, the regime has felt compelled to cater

to those parental interests. The result is a carefully b-rLanced and modest;

oornprcnu.se between ccrmutment; and frugality. "Underst.andabl.y, II said the

General Secretary, II we cannot. do everytrunq at once. 11130 It canpranises also

between different.ldtion by region (and often therefore nationality) and et]llal

r:.reatrnent, between quantitative, cash benefi.t.s and qual.Lt.atrve steps to improve

the envirorunent of the feunt 1.Y• Allowances are so rrodest, as to be far

overshadowed by increases in pensaons-c-by seven times m 1.<181. 111 Even the

Lutu.t.ed cash benefits .3,("::= only as good as the purohas i.nq power of the ruble,

and that is shaky ill the Laqnt, of the Shocr:.,1ges of legally avaa.Labl.e goods and

services outs 1Jk~ the black market .132

The Whole thrust of the pol.roy is well st.·~ted in 'the party GUl.dell.nes:

"r..o create optimum condi.tLons for wanen to canbine rrocnerhocd with an actave

\Nt)rK ll1g career. II NONhere (10 I:.hey say lito enable pa!ents to combine parent.hood
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with an active working career ~ II nor does it emphasize the importance of

husbands' helping their wives. In that sense the ma.in thrust of policy has

been con~istent since 1917.

Epilogue:

The successor administration to Brezhnev ' s continues to reaffinn the

family's indispensable demographic role. A new mass-circulation Short Popular

~ctionary-Handbook on Marriages and the Family, written by Alexandra

Pergament, the eminent family law specialist and published during An<:1ropov' s

reign, asserts that lithe family is the primary unit of society. Without it

society itself cannot exist. The bearanq and upbringing of children - the

future members of society, creators of its ma.terial and spiritual culture 

occurs an the family. In socialist society, this is the basic function of the

family. .. This handbook, published in 100,000 copies by the Znanie Society as

a means of publac education in law, reaffinns the population policy adopted in

1981. 133

lDoking ahead, roth We!3tern and Soviet derrographers project further drops

an population growth, a possible population decrease by the next century, as

well as large increases in' the percentage of the least urban and assimilated,

mainly Moslem, nationalities. 134 Also, one sees no irrmediate end to the issue

of how much or little to continue favoring Central Asians and inhabitants of

the republics of the caucasus. The derrographic program of the Soviet

government enacted an the early 1980s falls short of the regional

differentiation advocated in 1978 by Litvinova, whan we cited earlier as a

participant in the debate over derrographic policy. After the new policy was

enacted, Litvinova teamed up with the demographer Urlanis to defend an even

rrore radical differentiation than either of them had advocated before the

enactment of the new demographic program.
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Litvinova and Urlanis added to their earlier proposals for favoring

regions of low fertility (as a pa.rt of a demographic pol.Ley) the new demand to

em alleged preferential budgetary allocations am tax benefits, am to switch

agricUltural procurement prices fran the high-fertility "border republics" of

Central Asia and the Caucasus, which they see as over-privi1egErl areas of low

out-migration and a \\Ork force largely tmavailable or unsuitable for the

modem irrlustrial sector of the Soviet econany, to the neglected and "more

needy central regions, above all the non-Black Earth Region" of the Russian

Republic. 135 Derrographically, this set of danands carries on Litvinova •s

earlier proposal for "not the maximum number of children in certain families

(of national regions) II but lithe minimum number of children in the majority of

families over the entire territory of the Soviet Union. 11136 Politically and

econanically, this set of demands for redistributioo away fran the fertile

border republics and toward the Russian heartland reflects a deeper issue of

developnent policy in a multi-national country. It would sean that the issue

of how much to discriminate against minority nationalities in ~ly payments

am developnental p::>licy is far fran settled within the government. Were it

settled the article just cited would have been tmlikely to appear. Whether or

not the writers had any links with Russian nationalist sentiment in ruling

circles, IIRussianism" will keep alive such views as those expressed by

Litvinova and Urlanis .137 Mass migration fran the Central Asian republics

would relieve pressures on birth stimulation and help to defuse the issue of

regional priorities, but this solution based on the evidence at our disposal

is unlikely in the near future. 138

Conclusion:

As Soviet families have grown smaller and shakier, a wider gap has opened

between the II interests of the familyll and the II interests of the state."
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Conparisons between Soviet and "bourgeois II families have given way in part to

rrore s:JTlbre and searching reflection on the IIproblems II and "canplications"

besetting families t perfonnance of the derographic roles which the government

expects of them.

Recent legal reforms have increased. legal intervention to enforce the

protection of needy~ pregnant am nursing spouses ard to increase the

responsibilities of their partners, as well as to bend a:mnunity property CMay

fran equal shares When this benefits the needy or more deserving spouse, The

easing of divorce procedures is a a:mpranise between the full freedan of the

1920s am the obstacle course of the years 1944 to 1965. While divorce is

easier, marriage has been made harder by longer waiting periods and by

p::>ssibilities for inyalidatin; II fictitious marriages II of convenience. Thanks

to the present refonned law~ about half of the unwed nothers may hope for at

least legal equality for their children an] the extra-marital fathers of their

children. Gone is the stigma of illegitimacy fran the. birth certificates of

all extra-marital children. But again, as with divorce, there were

a::rnpranises, ~ch greatly limit the grotmds for paternity suits.

The government t s return to an active pronatalist policy after nearly

three decades entails a m:Xierate birth stimulation package hedged by many

canpranises-between paying rrothers to stay hane curl have children am making

it easier for them to get back to w:>rk; between a regionally differentiated

allocation of benefits arrl equal treatment of all regions am nationalities;

between financial carmi.tment to birth stimulation and the funding of canpeting

programs rangin; fran pensions and medical care to agriculture ani defense.

Policy is rot the only thing to change in the relationship between

goverrnnent ani I family since Stalin. The goverrnnent l s approaches am

percept.i.ons have changed. It turns much nore than before to the experts in
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law ~ sociology; derrography ~ and other family-related fields, and cautiously

drafts legislation only after much debate anong the advisers, rather than

abruptly by fiat. Similar changes in policy-making have occurred in the

Soviet system generally.l39

The regime's approach an family p::>licy has becane less canpulsive • It

indicates an awareness of the canplexities am lirnitations of manipulating

families, even if by the nest powerfu l, governmental apparatus in the ~rld.

Because of the empirical linuts on canpulsion and the government's demographic

needs, the family has gained leverage, so too have \V011en within the family,

despite their lack of any autonomous feminist organizations and

spokespersons.

Drives for ~rker and administrative discipline initiated under Andropov

showed rrore detennination than had been the case under Brezhnev. They

reportedly brought immediate gains of h1gher labor productivity. But if these

gains prove to be one-shot outcanes of the tightening of work penalties and

controls, and if econanic refonns do not soon cane to pass which will

permanently increase the efficiency of labor utilization in the USSR,l40 or if

the government does not find a way soon to utilize effectively the surplus

rural populations of Central Asia, then the government will have to continue

to recognize, as it does at present, the need to pay greater heed to the

interests of the family in pursuit of its own.

A return to imposing its interests on the family through abortuon bans

and tighter divorce rules is not likely. But were sane Soviet government to

decide to bring to the family the drive for discipline it brought to the

workplace, a solution to demographic problems is unlikely. The huge,

oppressive power of the KGB and the extreme central1zation and massive

apparatus of the Soviet regime tend to conceal the other sade of this
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the Soviet economy,

42

By their sheer complexity and change, Soviet society and

together with Soviet nationalities and the diverse

interests among the ruling elites of the USSR, place limits on the emergence

and triumph of a single will able to redirect the behavior and motivations of

Soviet people and Soviet families r ~k to\Vard the lost era of the II revolution

fran above. II It is not only that the government needs \oOTIen at the workbench

am desk as much as by the cradle. It is also that the government must know

from past experience that as rigid laws against entrepreneurial choice b~ught

the "second econany," so would rigid laws against marital am reprcduct.i.ve

choice in the family bring rrore evasion and a "second demography"--a furtive

and evasive exercise of free choice in marriage, divorce, am child bearing at

unfathomable social and medical costs.
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